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OVERVIEW

Intelligence Everywhere Enterprises (IEE) is a professional IT solutions firm offering a range of specialised 
end-to-end information technology services and solutions for businesses and other organisations.

Based in Rosebank, Gauteng, we work with the invaluable experience of highly-qualified and dynamic  
professionals, taking into account the unique information technology requirements of our clients. We  
customise solutions that cater to their needs and expectations. 

We are qualified to operate highly-complex Infrastructure architectures, integrated applications, business 
solutions, advanced security, and to help align critical applications with the client’s evolving strategies and 
business goals.

IEE offers organisations a selection of services and solutions that enable them to overcome their IT  
challenges and improve efficiency, thereby maximising their potential and producing desired outcomes. From 
cloud workplace solutions and security assessments, to configuring hybrid environments and implementing  
disaster recovery, our wide-ranging solutions are designed to positively impact businesses.

Our company is provisioned to work with entities in the public and private sector. We are committed to 
servicing a broad range of industries, and pride ourselves on understanding and meeting our clients’ needs 
effectively and efficiently.

We maintain the range of solutions that we implement on an on-going basis and offer training where  
necessary, allowing our clients to focus on running their businesses.

BACKGROUND

Established in 2016 as an emerging section 35 company, IEE specialised in risk, finance, technology (ICT,   
engineering), and HR integration at a strategic level. We have since expanded our offering to assist business-
es to better transform and adopt digital technologies that improve business administration.

Having a broad understanding of both business and technology, our fusion of solutions has made us unique 
in the marketplace. Our ambitious nature, strategic leadership and a strong team of highly-skilled and  
passionate individuals ensure a bright future for us and our valued clients.



OUR VISION

We aim to empower and create value for  
businesses through the provision of innovative 
and bespoke IT solutions, leading to improved 
efficiencies and long-term sustainability and  
success for our clients.

OUR MISSION

We aim to achieve our vision through a consistent 
commitment to excellence. With our strong set 
of corporate values, we provide our clients with  
outstanding customer service, enabling us to  
maintain our impeccable reputation.

OUR VALUES

At IEE, we operate a successful business thanks to the following core values:
 4    We are Client-Focused, providing customised end-to-end solutions for each individual client based on the 
         most advanced technology, knowledge and expertise.
 4    We aspire to be the service provider of choice due to the Efficiency of our business.
 4    We believe in meeting the expectations and needs of our clients with Professionalism and Precision.
 4    We constantly examine the way we operate in an effort to offer Excellence on a consistent basis.
 4    We create and nurture long-term relationships with our clients by delivering quality solutions with Patience 
         and Diligence.
 4    We are dedicated to creating value through Innovation and Reliability.
 4    We value Honesty, Transparency and Integrity, and clients can expect open and honest communication at 
         all times.

B-BBEE STATUS

Our company has achieved a level one B-BBEE status. We support the B-BBEE Amendment Act, No 46 of 2013 
and the B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice 2007 listed therein, and ensure that our company policies reflect the 
same.

EMPOWERMENT POLICY

Intelligence Everywhere Enterprises will continue to  
prioritise and implement empowerment at all levels of the 
business to achieve the following objectives:

 4    To be majority Black-owned and managed.
 4    Ensure that women and disabled persons are 
         represented at all levels.
 4    Create support structures and mentorship 
         programs for young people.
 4    To prioritise youth empowerment and employment.
 4    Endeavour to ensure that sexist and racist practices 
         are eliminated.
 4    Create an environment within the group, which 
         encourages the entrepreneurial spirit of risk-taking 
         and a “can do” attitude.



WHY US?

Intelligence Everywhere Enterprises leverages unrivaled industry expertise to design and implement  
solutions that accelerate innovation while improving project quality and profitability. Our focus on people, 
processes and technology is the reason why our customers choose to do business with us.

Here are a few more reasons why our clients choose us…
 4    Quality is important to us, and we are committed to delivering quality solutions with the complete 
         satisfaction of the client in mind.
 4    Our highly-trained and experienced IT consultants offer expert advice, providing tailored 
         recommendations and expertise to ensure that the IT systems and solutions in place are appropriate 
         in the pursuit of our clients’ business requirements.
 4    Our hard-working teams have a solid commitment to good communication, excellence and industry best 
         practices to serve your company in an excellent manner.
 4    We listen, we are reliable and we provide clients with excellent service, regardless of the scope or size 
         of their business.
 4    We are capable of providing big business thinking and resources, combined with the agility and 
         personalised service of a small business.
 4    We aim to provide cost-effective solutions to ensure that our clients’ investment spend does not go over 
         budget.
 4    Innovation is the cornerstone of what we do, and we ensure that our training, resources and technology 
         remains state-of-the-art at all times.
 4    Our help-desk team is available to ensure that our clients can focus on running their businesses while 
         we concern ourselves with their IT requirements.
 4    As natural problem-solvers, we believe that our technology must fit the client’s needs rather than our 
         clients bending their business model to suit technology.



SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS

The complex, challenging and constantly-evolving information technology requirements of businesses  
demand a service provider that is able to evolve and anticipate the challenges that businesses experience. 
That is what IEE does.

We thrive on overcoming challenges and providing clients with excellent services, regardless of their scope, 
size or industry. We are adept at meeting the ever-changing digital needs of both the private and public  
sector.

By leveraging innovation and technology, we generate maximum business value while adding more  
responsiveness, agility and certainty to operations and applications. Our comprehensive service offering and 
partnerships with industry-leading firms means that we give small to medium-sized businesses access to the 
same innovative technologies that large corporates are able to afford.

Our Specialised Services Include:
 u    Cloud Solutions
 u    Infrastructure
 u    Systems Integration
 u    Business Applications
 u    Security Risk Solutions
 u    Workplace Strategy
 u    Consultancy Solutions



Cloud Solutions

IEE is adept at assisting businesses with the adoption of cloud services, to better leverage cloud  
infrastructure in improving business resilience and taking advantage of the impactful benefits presented by 
cloud technologies. These valuable benefits include improved planning, data mapping, architecture design, 
and on-premises to cloud integration. Our company assists businesses with cloud deployment solutions and 
the involved scoping and evaluation pre-processes. Our expertise and experience in this field is put to good 
use in guiding our clients through the implementation of a unified cloud application delivery strategy.

Our Cloud Solutions include: 
 4    Windows Azure 
 4    Office 365 
 4    Dynamics 365 
 4    Cloud Applications 

 
Infrastructure

IEE can provision, supply, install and maintain both on-premise and cloud-based infrastructure for small and 
large organisations. We provide a robust, agile and flexible infrastructure that improves the productivity of 
any organisation. All critical elements of data insights, security and scalability are built into our infrastructure 
offering to enable organisations to maximise their return on investment in infrastructure.

Our Infrastructure Solutions include:
 4    Setting Up Multi-Cloud Environments
 4    Modern Data Centre Infrastructure
 4    Wired and Wireless Connectivity with Hybrid-WAN
 4    Optimisation of Infrastructure

Systems Integration

At IEE, we offer an extensive portfolio of products and system integration solutions coupled with in-depth 
support through our expert teams. In a highly-competitive industry with ever-changing technology, products 
are consistently improving and evolving. Our ability to offer seamless integration of these products and vari-
ous lines of business for the benefit of our clients is what makes us a valuable partner in ensuring a maximum 
return on IT investments for our clients.



Business Applications

IEE designs and supplies business applications that suit our clients’ business requirements precisely. We  
focus on driving smart business solutions for business enterprises. Our business application process involves 
consulting and auditing to measure organisational gaps and determine objectives. IEE is a focused provider 
of business intelligence, data management and financial intelligence solutions. We design and implement  
business applications that are aimed at achieving each unique business’ objectives. To help our clients achieve 
their business intelligence goals, we have developed exceptional skills in reporting, data warehousing,  
analysis, enterprise query and reporting, dashboards, budgeting, planning and consolidation and  
performance management. We also monitor, upgrade and maintain the business applications to suit the  
ever-changing needs of our clients.

Our Business Applications Solutions include: 
 4    Industry-Specific Solutions
 4    Integrate with Existing Systems
 4    Optimisation of Enterprise Applications
 4    Leverage Insights from Data Analytics
 4    Dynamics 365
 4    Office 365

Security Risk Solutions

IEE offers the industry-leading tools and expertise to assess, reduce and mitigate security risks for our clients’ 
information assets, often at a fraction of the cost of in-house security resources. Built around international 
standards and strengthened with features taken from other leading cyber security frameworks, our solutions 
are designed to make it as difficult as possible to breach our clients’ network (data), and as easy as possible 
to detect and eradicate cyber threats.

Our Security Solutions include:
 4    Assessment & Protection
 4    Detection & Prevention
 4    Containment & Remediation
 4    Supply of Market-Ready Solutions

 4    SharePoint
 4    Windows Azure
 4    Cloud Applications
 4    Disaster Recovery
 4    Business Intelligence - PowerBI



Workplace Strategy

IEE can help organisations to build a modern workplace strategy that ensures a seamless workflow for their 
workforce or any stakeholder in the organisation. Through optimising applications for both remote and on-
site work, organisations increase efficiency while improving employee and customer experience regardless 
of the place of work.

Our Workplace Solutions include:
 4    On-Premise Solutions
 4    Cloud Workplace Solutions

Consultancy Solutions

Our Consultancy Solutions include the following:
 4    Business Advisory services
 4    Large scale Programme and Solution Funding Technical Assistance
 4    Restructuring and Turn-Around Support
 4    Governance
 4    Risk Management
 4    Compliance Services
 4    Strategy and Architecture
 4    Balance Sheet Integrity
 4    ICT Related Legal Assistance
 4    Business Intelligence
 4    Project Management



TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

IEE partners with internationally-recognised best in class technology vendors to provide cost-effective,  
quality end-to-end IT solutions for clients. We leverage our partnerships with innovative technology  
companies for the benefit of our clients, ensuring that they are empowered to reach their peak level of  
business performance due to a combination of our industry-leading solutions and the comprehensive  
technologies available through our vendors.

Our partners are a key delivery pillar of our organisation, ensuring that our offerings are backed by solid  
manufacturer experience and an international pool of experts.

These internationally-recognised technology companies trust IEE to represent them with integrity,  
professionalism and excellence, supplying and integrating their products and solutions while providing  
training where necessary to ensure a return on investment for clients.

Our technology partnerships include the following international vendors:  
 4    Symantec
 4    Lenovo
 4    HP
 4    Cisco
 4    DELL
 4    Kaspersky Lab

 4    Microsoft
 4    McAfee
 4    VMware
 4    Veeam
 4    Acunetix

SATISFIED CLIENTS

Our company operates seamlessly across a number of industry segments, delivering optimal results for a 
variety of clients. IEE counts the following private and public organisations among the many satisfied clients 
with which we have built and continue to nurture long-term and successful relationships.

 u    OS Holdings 
 u    PPS 
 u    Nature’s Garden 
 u    Atlegang Business Consulting
 u    Mashalaba & Associaties Consultants
 u    Green Office
 u    Sequence Logistics

 u    Consumer Profile Bureau
 u    Province of the Eastern Cape
 u    Rustenburg Local Municipality
 u    State Security Agency of the Republic of South Africa
 u    South African Social Security Agency 
 u    Ratlou Local Municipality 



CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT

As a responsible corporate citizen dedicated to making a positive impact, a decision was made to contribute  
one percent of before-tax profits to the social responsibility fund. A trust will be set up to administer the 
fund. The primary focus is to invest in projects that directly contribute to the education and vocational  
training of staff for careers in the ICT industry. 

The reason for focusing on ICT is threefold. Firstly, research has shown that the shortage of suitably-qualified  
staff from a previously-disadvantaged backgrounds is especially notable within ICT and related sectors.  
Secondly, IEE has a significant portion of its investments in technology, providing access to a large pool of ICT 
skills and resources that can add special value towards the social responsibility contribution to ICT-related 
projects for South Africa. 

Thirdly, as a result of the focus on uplifting ICT and technology skills in previously-disadvantaged  
communities, IEE will be able to successfully achieve its employment equity targets by employing  
suitably-qualified people coming from the training and development programs invested into.

Government Central Supplier Database

IEE is registered as a trusted supplier on the South African government’s Central Supplier Database. The Cen-
tral Supplier Database maintains a database of organisations, institutions and individuals who are authorised 
to provide goods and services to government as high-quality and reliable companies. 
CSD: MAAA0332701



CONTACT DETAILS

Tel No: 
+27 10 312 6736 
+27 10 035 2720

Email: 
info@iee.co.za

Address: Grosvenor Corner 
195 Jan Smuts Avenue 

Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196

www.facebook.com/iee.co.za

www.iee.co.za


